
 
 
 
CSIRA/ARISA minutes of meeting – Paris, September 7, 2019 
 
Present: 

Surname Name Country  
Fergani Louhab Algeria  
Haddadi Dalila Algeria  
Mormont Christian Belgium Vice-President 
Hansen Kim Gabriel Denmark  
Andronikof Anne France President 
Fontan Patrick France  
Kostogianni Nikoleta France Treasurer 
Weinberger Yifat Israel General Secretary 
Gazale Maria Fiorella Italy  
Nicodemo Daniela Italy Webmaster 
Nakamura Nokiro Japan  
Smith Jason USA  

 

I - Reports by the General Secretary and the Treasurer: 

1. 78 registered members, 33 active members in 2019 + 4 new applications. Many new members 

from Italy. 

2. New forum on the website, inviting members to raise questions and discussions regarding coding 

dilemmas and Rorschach general issues. 

3. Discussion about thoughts and ideas how to promote and update the website: 

a. Adding a category of past events 

b. Updating the projects contents 

c. Advertising the fact that there is a forum to all, while keeping the option to join the forum for 

active members only. 

d. Uploading short formation/training videos. 

e. Updating the formation/training categories with trainings and workshop by CSIRA members 

around the world.  

4. A financial report: The capital as for now is about 3900 euros. The revenues from membership 

fees of 2019 were 1,450, and from registration to the 2019 congress 1,950 euros. The expenses of 

the congress were 1,100 euros and the regular monthly expenses of the bank account and the 

website are about 20 euros per month.  



II - Elections: 

CA members - It was decided unanimously that all CA members will continue to serve. It was 

recommended that each country should have two delegates. 

President - The actual president, Anne Andronikof, was elected unanimously. She accepted to 

serve as president for only two more years, until the CA meeting on 2021. Then, another president 

should be elected. CA members are encouraged to apply. 

Vice president - The current vice president, Christian Mormont, has accepted to serve as vice 

president for two more years. He has been elected unanimously.  

Secretary - The current General Secretary, Yifat Weinberger, was elected unanimously for another 

term. 

Treasurer - The current Treasurer, Nikoleta Kostogianni, was elected unanimously for another 

term. 

 

III - Next CA meeting on 2020 

It was decided that the next meeting will be held in Paris, on 28.8.20 - 29.8.20. The meeting will 

host CA participants that will arrive to Paris and internet Zoom participation to allow participants to 

take part from their home countries.  

 

IV - 2021 ISR Congress CSIRA Symposium/a 

It was stressed that the symposium of CSIRA should put forward the clinical value of the CS. 

Topics that have been suggested: 

1. A case study symposium (either one case study discussed by several participants or several 

case studies) 

2. A symposium focusing on the clinical value of the CS 

3. Forensic Assessment / Child Custody cases 

A final decision will be made during the 2020 CA meeting. 

 

V - Next CSIRA-ARISI Congress 

The next CSIRA Congress will be held in the University of Milan on 2022. It will be organized by 

Maria Fiorella Gazale. 

 

 



VI - The future of the CS 

1. Concerning the R-PAS: Patrick will write a summary of the problems with the R-PAS. 

2. Advancing projects to improve the CS. 

 

VII – Projects: 

1. A task force working on improving the coding/interpretation system 

2.  A group discussing coding dilemmas in order to create a new coding manual with clear 

guidelines for scoring. The group is to meet by internet Zoom several times a year, on Fridays. 

Directed by Kim Daniel Hansen. 

 

 

 

Minutes established by Yifat Weinberger - reviewed by Anne Andronikof, president. 

 


